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Dear Mr XYZ,
Please find your basic general life reading:
Male
BOD: 196X February 14th 18:15pm
Place of birth: USA
1. Life Chart-Life Pillars
2. Destiny Pillars
3. 5 Elements and You
4. General Reading
5. 20-Year Period Frame in General
6. Past General Readings-2004 and 2005
7. Future General Readings-2006 and 2007
Words to Ponder!
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1.

Life Chart-Life Pillars
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5 Elements and You
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4.

General Reading:

You are a Yin Fire person and your Chinese Zodiac is Ox. Your favorable elements
are Fire (1st) and Wood (2nd). That represents the colors of
red/pink/orange/purple/green. The directions of South and East are your favorable
directions to travel, work, sit and sleep in order to harness your best kind energies.
Places like West and North are bad places and directions for you to avoid, as these
will radiate unkind energies for you.

Your Inner Values: You are indecisive when come to decision-making. This will
let you lose out to others and foregone lots of opportunities. Whenever you need
help please ask and your protector or support will appear.

Your External Values:

You must learn to spend wisely, and have proper
planning and budget. You are constantly in tight monitories situation and constantly
seeking next moneymaking opportunity.

5.

20-Year General Life Frame-Age 3-13 Unable to focus on school

works or your attention span was rather bad but your were rather an active kid. Age
33-43, your income in and out without saving due to your un-sustainability nature.

6.

Past two Years Reading: 2004 was a lay back year for you or your

career without much progress (with possible out of job!) but you have more
opportunities to meet opposite sex. With higher probability of changes in
residential or spent on home. 2005 saw your job progress improved a little as
compared to 2004. Changes in relationship with spouse!

7.

Next two Years Reading 2006 will see your progress improve with

new image, new energy and new outcomes. You will be very busy this year doing
new project or venture. There are also unsolved problems at hand that related to
your set of thoughts or ideas (paradigm) you should pay attention to your health
especially related to stomach, lung and breathing system, however in real term your
income has not improved in 2006. 2007 Income improves but involve in ‘oral’ fight
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and please be careful not too over-confident. Ensure that you will not be blinded by
your immediate success. Work with Rooster and Boar, as these two are your
support or protector.

Words to Ponder!
Make sure to use your favorable elements to harness the kind
energies and avoid the unfavorable ones that generate ‘unkind
energies’. If you find it hard to get solutions, go to your favorable
locations and the answers might appear. Wear your favorable
colors for important occasions. Nothing is more important than
hard work and integrity. Work with your support and protector
to create synergy. Ensure you treat your life well, and remember
to enjoy the journey of life, as different stages of life offer
different tastes! We come to this world naked and leave naked as
well. Share if you can afford and make if you have the effort!
Cherish friendships and family members, because things are
‘arranged’ in accordance to our aura energies. Having said that
we are part of abundances, and with the right attitude, right
energies and above all right timing, we can achieve maximum
results! Moreover, with effort and no regrets!
See sample of full lifetime reading report:
http://www.misterfengshui.com/pdt/pdf43d0db6e596da.pdf
Keep surfing http://www.misterfengshui.com and live with passion.
FOR ONLINE COURSES-FENG SHUI/LIFE READING/CHINESE
METAPHYSICS
http://www.misterfengshui.com/list.php#1
FOR LIFE READING/FENG SHUI AUDIT
http://www.misterfengshui.com/list.php
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DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
All Metaphysics suggestions on this site, in the newsletters, in the (Feng Shui, Life-Reading, Names, Date
selections), online courses paid reports (Feng Shui, Life-Reading, Names, and Date selections), online
courses and articles written by me with professional advises is based on the ancient Chinese science of
metaphysics. Chinese Metaphysics works for me and most people that I know, nevertheless, there cannot
be any guarantee of results and accuracy.

The use of the information, content and materials in this site, in your paid reports (Feng
Shui, Life-Reading, Names, and Date selections), online courses, articles written by me
is at your own risk. Under no circumstances will misterfengshui.com or the owner be
liable for any loss or damage upon reliance on the information obtained through
misterfengshui.com. misterfengshui.com and its owner will not be liable for any special,
indirect, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages or any other damages
whatsoever, whether in an action of contract, statute, tort (including, without limitation,
negligence), or otherwise, relating to the use of the information content or materials in
this site, newsletter, paid reports, online courses and articles written by the owner.
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